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Abstract: What are the key factors of psychological resilience in dogs? Why do some individuals recover swiftly from neglect, abuse or several years of harsh kennel environments, while some seem to be permanently traumatized by much milder adverse experiences? Resilience is a concept seldom discussed in canine studies; however, many studies have identified risk factors (both environmental and genetic) for developing anxieties, aggression or other behavioral problems. These studies also indicate several factors that may act as protective agents against life adversities. In this paper, I will present some of the most commonly identified key factors of resilience in other species and discuss what has been found in dogs. This paper is an attempt to raise focus on the positive key factors in a dog’s life that are important for dog welfare, a healthy psychological outcome and are also important building blocks of a happy and well-behaving pet.
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Introduction

The concept of resilience has been used in several scientific fields, for example in ecology, engineering, environmental sciences, social sciences, economics, and psychology. Resilience has many definitions depending on the studied system; however, a shared aspect in all the definitions is the ability to bounce back after adversity. Resilience in this study is defined as reduced vulnerability to unfavorable experiences, the ability to overcome adversity or stress, or a good outcome despite negative experiences. Resilience is a dynamic process that maintains or regains homeostasis in conditions of stress, and several protective key factors have been found. Psychological resilience has been mostly studied in humans, and laboratory animals. In humans, the concept of resilience is often discussed together with the risk of psychiatric disorders. In this review, I discuss resilience against canine behavioral problems, such as various anxieties and aggressiveness. In dogs, many studies have investigated predisposing risk factors (both environmental and genetic) for anxiety and aggression, however, fewer studies have focused on the factors supporting healthy psychological development and good behavioral outcomes. Understanding both risk factors and supporting factors for canine resilience is, however, an important part of dog welfare. In this paper, I will review the key factors of resiliency that have been found to be important in other species, and discuss the evidence found in canine studies.

Neurobiology Of Resilience

The neurobiology that mediates stress response and reward experience is also important in the neurobiology of resilience. While acute stress responses promote...
adaptation and survival, chronic stress can promote pathophysiology. Studies done both in animals and humans, suggest that fast activation and efficient termination of the stress response are both associated with resilience. Resilience can also either passive or active. Passive resilience is the absence of certain key molecules which affects negatively individual’s coping ability, whereas active resilience means that individual has specific molecular adaptations, that promote resilience.

Several neurotransmitters, hormones and neuropeptides are associated with the stress response. Differences in their function, and also differences in the interaction between these factors are partly responsible for the large observed variability between individuals in stress resilience. In addition to the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis (HPA), the sympathetic nervous system (SNS) and the glutamatergic, dopaminergic and serotonergic neurotransmitter systems are involved in the stress response. Hippocampus is modulated by stress hormones and is very vulnerable to the impact of stress. Hippocampus is also one of the main brain areas controlling HPA axis. Other brain area having a strong control over stress pathways is medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC). Brain is a dynamic organ, showing great plasticity throughout the life. Future research aims to identify the biological changes behind flexible adaptation.

Broad and deep knowledge from neurobiology is outside the scope of the present paper but is nicely reviewed, for example, in McEwen et al (2015) and Liu et al (2018).

**Personality**

Personality differences may partly explain how individuals deal with stressors. Neuroticism is a personality trait, where individuals with high neuroticism scores are more likely to experience emotions such as anxiety and fear. A recent meta-analysis found that human resilience correlated negatively with personality trait Neuroticism and positively with Extraversion, Openness, Agreeableness, and Conscientiousness. This study suggested that in humans, positive emotions, self-control, emotional stability and social activity are the core elements of resilience. How important are these individual characteristics compared to environmental factors? Some human studies suggest that resilience is more associated with individual personality traits compared to other important factors such as social relationships, environmental factors, and even maltreatment. It has even been suggested that in humans, neuroticism and extraversion are reliable predictors of resilience. Dog personality research has identified several personality categories that correspond closely to human personality traits. In dog personality studies, the traits Fearfulness (related to Neuroticism), and Sociability (or Extraversion) are the most frequently emerging personality traits. In dogs, a high degree of fearfulness is often already considered as pathological and problematic. Fear is a fundamental emotion, which is needed for an individual to survive. However, it may become pathological if it is prolonged and generalized. A clear correlation between different anxieties (for example noise fear, separation anxiety and fearful) also exists, suggesting that a fearful personality may predispose the dog to other anxieties, and to stereotypic behavior. A very fearful individual may never recover from a traumatic experience.

Interestingly, resilient children seem to have personality characters that raise positive responses from other people. In children, good self-regulation and an easy-going temperament have been found to be protective factors in resilience. Inhibitory control has recently gained a lot of attention in canine research. In dogs, impulsivity has been shown to be a stable trait over time and high impulsivity has been suggested to predict behavior problems in dogs. In people with anxiety disorders, the emotional regulation is thought to be disrupted. The heart rate variability (HRV) has been found to be associated with the ability to regulate emotions – low variation reflecting low ability to regulate emotions. In dogs, fearful and aggressive dogs with problem behaviors have been found to have low HRV, indicating that high HRV might increase resilience in dogs.

In dogs, a high level of boldness, sociability and emotional and inhibitory control, together with the ability to adapt to change and show flexibility are most likely crucial parts of resilience. Although studies investigating resilience after traumatic experiences in dogs are still lacking, some indications supporting this claim can be found. Bold dogs (compared to shy dogs) had better resistance to diseases in a dog shelter, which is a stressful and very infectious environment. As boldness and sociability differ between different breeds, could it also be interpreted that some breeds are more resilient in facing adversities compared to others? The Labrador is among the boldest and most social (extraversion) dog breeds studied and is also the most popular dog breed as a family pet in several countries, as well as highly used also as a working dog. One might suspect that the ability to adapt and recover from negative
experiences may be one of the important qualities behind this breed’s popularity. However, large-scale breed-wise studies are mostly lacking, and only few breeds are studied intensively. The observation that small dogs have more various problem behaviors compared to larger sized dogs and furthermore, also have predisposing genetic factors for fear and aggression also suggests that large-sized dogs may have better resilience.

Positive emotions and optimism seem to be very beneficial for human psychological health as these traits protect against stress. Emotional states (or more permanent personality) have been measured from dogs using either a cognitive bias or a lateralization paradigm, and dogs with separation anxiety or with possible pain, have been more pessimistic in these studies. As dogs also seem to differ in trait optimism, can we assume that more optimistic dogs are more resilient? A recent study found a connection between personality and cognitive bias: sociable and excitable dogs were more optimistic (however, also dogs having non-social fear were more optimistic). Dogs with separation-related behavior and dog-dog aggression/fear were more pessimistic.

In humans, in addition to emotional states, individual personality traits are associated with the cognitive processing of various environmental stimuli. People scoring high on neuroticism-trait tend to make more pessimistic judgements and assess the ambiguous stimuli more negatively, compared to people having low neuroticism scoring. Sociable and excitable dogs might be more optimistic in their interaction with environment, and these personality traits may act as protective factors when facing adverse experiences.

Environmental Factors
Maternal Care

Individual and natural variation in maternal styles observed in humans, primates and rodents is associated with divergent recovery from stress. Rodent studies have shown that good quality maternal care (high levels of grooming and licking, and arched-back nursing) results in offspring that are less anxious, have lower corticosterone levels after stressful experience and have higher level of glucocorticoid receptor expression in the brain, not only as juveniles, but also in adulthood. These changes can be seen even after several generations and are thus transgenerational. In dogs, good quality maternal care has been found to be associated with offspring having: less fearfulness, less stereotypic behaviour, decreased stress reaction in novel situation, and increased sociability, persistency and playfulness. Thus, there seems to be a good amount of evidence that good maternal care in dogs is an important factor in increasing individual resilience.

Good-caring rodent mothers have female offspring that also show good maternal care, probably due to transgenerational epigenetic effects. Maternal behavior has also a heritable component and some studies have observed that the maternal care varies across different breeds in other domesticated species. Therefore, it may well be that also dog breeds differ in maternal behavior. While breeding has produced extensive variation in morphology and behavior between different dog breeds, it may have also cause relaxed selection on maternal care in some breeds. This has not, however, been thoroughly studied in dogs. In other domesticated species, severe defects in maternal behavior have been observed. Natural and possibly even breed-related variation in maternal care (mediated via epigenetic or/and genetic factors) may have a large effect on variation in anxiety in dogs.

Early Life Stressors, Other Adversities And Growing Environment

In rodents, an early growing environment which is lacking appropriate social, emotional or sensory stimulation may lead to brain circuitry malfunctioning. Correspondingly, an enriched early environment can have several positive effects, e.g. increase in brain weight as well as increases in the density and number of blood vessels. Enriched environment was also found to associate with increases in dendritic elements, gene expression, synapses, neuron soma size, and glia in the brain. More enriched environment in rodents during development seems to buffer against stress later in life. Also, in dogs, enriched early environment and good puppy socialization have been shown to decrease anxiety. Enrichment of the early environment at the age of 3–5 weeks may have long-lasting effects on the dog’s ability to cope with novel situations. Allowing puppies to watch video images at the age of 3–5 weeks decreased neophobia and an early enrichment protocol for puppies results in less anxieties as adults. Also, adoption at the age of eight weeks seems to have the best behavioral outcome for dogs. Experiences and life events during 3–12 weeks of age (known as sensitive period) have large and long-lasting effects on adult behavior, and thus adoption at the age of eight weeks allows the dog to socialize properly to its new home and living environment.
A high number of adverse life events may have a negative effect on the resilience. In dogs, for example, if the dog is acquired from a rescue center or a pet shop, it has an increased risk for several behavioral problems, including aggression and fear. A kennel environment and the loss of an owner are most likely highly traumatic experiences for the majority of dogs and cause high levels of anxiety – as much as 68% of rescue dogs were reported to be very fearful by their new owners. In addition, for being harsh environments, kennels and pet shops have also other factors which may predispose to anxiety. Many dogs are abandoned into the kennels because they already have behavioral problems, and many pet shop puppies might originate from puppy mills, where dog’s personality is seldomly used as a major breeding criterion. Increasing the human-dog interaction may reduce the cortisol response of dogs in the harsh shelter environment, and thus may work as a resilience factor for shelter dogs. Questionnaire data recently showed that dogs with sensory or health problems at older age had more likely experienced a traumatic event during their life. As a traumatic event for the dog, the owners listed the following events: time spend at a dog shelter, change of owner, suffering a traumatic injury, having a prolonged disease or surgery, being lost (run away) for a time, and change in family structure.

Adversity may, however, work also as a positive factor. Resilience may be strengthened by risk experiences that lead to successful coping. In animal studies (squirrel, monkey and rodents) brief mother – infant separations may produce decreased reactivity to stress when tested later in novel situations. Some evidence also exists from dogs; brief separation and handling of puppies increase emotional stability and reduce stress reactivity, and several breeders are already using this kind of early gentling protocol for newborn puppies. In children, successful happy separations (staying with grandparents or sleepovers with friends) seem to increase resilience when facing unhappy separations (e.g. hospitals) later in life. Dogs are often taken to kennels for periods of their owner’s vacation or travel, which can be a serious stressor for some individuals. Could similar “happy separations” and staying for short periods with familiar people support the dog’s resilience when facing time in kennels?

Attachment And Social Relationships
In humans, the attachment between the child and the caregiver is a crucially important source of resilience. Attachment behavior has been described as “proximity-, comfort- or security-seeking when facing with some kind of stress”, and particularly secure attachment between a child and a caregiver has been associated with resilience. Later in life, warm family support and robust social relationships buffer against adversities. Dogs can form close relationships with individuals of the same and different species. Many dogs are living in single-dog households, and the only close relationships they have are with humans. Dog-human attachment has been shown to have many similarities to child-parent attachment and secure and insecure attachment-types can also be found in dog-human relationships. Dog–human relationship, human personality and human attachment have been shown to have a large effect on stress coping in dogs. In the long run, dogs and their owners seem to have similar stress levels, suggesting that the owner and especially the owner’s personality and behavior are a major source of resilience in dogs. Positive interaction with the owner, such as play, may well increase the dog’s resilience. Studies have shown that playing with humans reduces blood cortisol levels and reduces stress, both in humans and in dogs. Play behavior in rats increases plasticity in neurons, which is associated with individual resilience later in life. In dogs, training and engaging in competitions also seem to act as protective agents against the dog’s cognitive decline.

In children, several studies have shown that physical punishment is a risk factor for psychopathology in the children, and thus a risk factor for resilience. Also, in dogs, an association between harsh training methods and the dog’s tendency to show fear, attention-seeking and aggression have been found; however, no causality could be shown. It may be, that aggressive dogs are trained using harsh methods, because these dogs are difficult to handle, or alternatively, aggressiveness is a result of harsh training methods. Research in children has also shown that the children’s own coercive and challenging behavior may induce the use of harsh discipline from adults. A similar observation has also been made on dogs. Belgian Malinois dogs, dopamine transporter polymorphism (genotype 1/1), is associated with high activity, sudden aggressiveness and restlessness, and these dogs are thus difficult to handle. These dogs are trained by their handlers using more punishment compared to dogs not having this genotype, suggesting that the dogs’ “difficult” behavior provokes handlers to use more coercive training methods. Most likely both types of causalities underlie the observed association between behavioral problems and coercive training methods.

Dogs can also form close relationships with other dogs, and with other pets in the household. Although detailed studies...
on dog–dog relationships and their type are largely lacking, few studies indicate that the presence of other (familiar) dogs in the home may support resilience.\textsuperscript{39,66,67} Dogs coming from multi-dog households have been observed to have less fears and aggression compared with dogs from households with only one dog.\textsuperscript{39,66} Moreover, the company of other dogs has been associated with faster recovery from a fearful experience (simulated thunderstorm).\textsuperscript{67} Noise phobic dogs living with conspecifics were observed to have less pronounced reactivity and faster recovery (HPA response) from the fearful stimuli, compared with noise phobic dogs from single-dog households.\textsuperscript{67} Wolves and wild dogs have complex social structures, and only rarely live alone. Therefore, it is hardly surprising, that the company of other dogs may work as stress resilience.\textsuperscript{39} However, the amount of resilience most likely depends highly on the mutual relationships between dogs in multi-dog households. In rodents, it is well known, that social stress can have long-lasting adverse effects.\textsuperscript{3} The social defeat paradigm is a test battery, where juvenile mice are predisposed to severe social stress.\textsuperscript{3} Mice at the age of 6–10 weeks (age that corresponds adolescence in humans) are placed into the same cage together with a more aggressive and larger mouse for 10 mins.\textsuperscript{3} After this, the young mice are placed into a nearby cage, where these young mice still see the larger and aggressive mice but are no longer in physical contact.\textsuperscript{3} This procedure is then repeated for 10 days. Social defeat experiment has been observed to result in high corticosterone levels, anxiety-like behavior, and several cellular and molecular changes.\textsuperscript{3} In multi-dog households, growing up in an unstable, aggressive and hostile environment can have serious negative effects on resilience. If no clear dominance hierarchy exists, dogs may end up in repeated aggressive interactions. Sometimes even in the presence of clear hierarchy, it may be that the most subordinate individuals get bullied, with no chance to escape or leave the household.

**Exercise**

High physical activity in humans is consistently linked to good mental health outcomes.\textsuperscript{68} Also, in rodents, the high level of physical activity is associated with enhanced neuroplasticity and an improved stress response, and it seems to alleviate the effects of psychological stressors.\textsuperscript{3} By enhancing neuroplasticity, exercise may promote the individual’s capacity for behavioral adaptation across situations.\textsuperscript{69} Physical exercise has also been shown to alleviate the outcomes in certain neurological diseases in humans (depression, Alzheimer’s disease, Parkinson’s disease, epilepsy, stroke).\textsuperscript{70}

In dogs, the daily amount of exercise has been found to be associated with various anxieties. Dogs that did not have 1) noise sensitivity, 2) separation anxiety or 3) fearfulness exercised significantly more compared with dogs having these anxieties.\textsuperscript{39} Less fearful dogs have also been found to take longer walks.\textsuperscript{71} Large study in Labradors found that dogs that had higher levels of daily exercise, were less aggressive and had less fearfulness and separation anxiety compared to dogs that exercised less.\textsuperscript{72} This and other studies suggest that high level of exercise is beneficial also for the dog’s mental health.\textsuperscript{72} Nevertheless, no causality is yet shown in dogs, i.e. it is not clear where the effect originates. These correlations may also be explained by the fact that fearful and noise phobic dogs are taken for shorter walks, because they are afraid of the surroundings. However, one study clearly supports the explanation that exercise ameliorates anxiety. A correlation was found between the amount of exercise and the age of onset of noise fear, in a population (N =113), where all dogs had noise fear – dogs having more exercise, and especially free-running, had significantly later onset of noise fear.\textsuperscript{39}

**Genetic Factors**

Genetic differences may also explain why people and animals respond to and behave differently in the same environment. Genes involved in the HPA axis regulation, such as glucocorticoid receptor (GR) and FKBP5 are associated with individual resilience.\textsuperscript{5} In addition, serotonin transporter genes, COMT, BDNF and gene coding for neuropeptide Y (NPY) have been found to be associated with resilience in rodent and human studies.\textsuperscript{5} Some early research revealed simple gene–environment interactions (GxE), which means that either having a certain allele or exposure to an environmental stressor does not alone result in the outcome, but instead both are needed for the outcome. For example, certain alleles of the genes 5HTT, FKBP5 and CRH1 together with stressful life events were found to increase the risk for psychiatric illness.\textsuperscript{5,73} Some studies report heritability values for the resilience-trait (approximately 30%)\textsuperscript{74} however most genetic studies have investigated the genetics/heritability of either personality traits or psychiatric disorders. Heritability of human personality has been observed to vary (depending on the questionnaire used in the assessment) between 17\% and 65\% (reviewed in Sanchez-Roige\textsuperscript{75}). Many psychiatric disorders have also a very high heritability, nevertheless the genetic mapping of the associated genetic loci has not been easy.\textsuperscript{76} Often, several environmental and multiple
genetic factors affect the human personality traits, as well as the risk of psychiatric illness in humans and one single gene usually has a very small effect. A good example is the genetics of depression, which also seems to be highly polygenic. To date, 102 genetic loci has been found to associate with depression, but it has been estimated that even thousands of loci each having small effects could be linked to depression (reviewed in McIntosh et al). Similarly, a recent meta-analysis identified 136 genomic loci that were associated with neuroticism personality. In general, genetics behind psychiatric disorders include both small-effect-size common variants and large-effect-size rare variants.

In dogs, several genetic loci were found to have either increased risk or protective effect for fearfulness and aggressiveness towards unfamiliar humans or dogs, and in addition, different loci for aggressiveness towards family members. This study found that the allele having protective effect against fearfulness and aggressiveness was common in most of the studied dog breeds (N = 30), except for the two breeds, Dachshunds and Yorkshire Terriers, that carried the risk allele. The same study also found that IGF1 and HMGA2 loci variants that are associated with small body size in dogs, were also associated with several anxiety related behaviors. Thus, this study suggests that some small-sized dogs may have increased fearfulness, and maybe lower resilience due to the genetic factors. These loci are not, however, the only genetic factors affecting anxiety and aggression in dogs. A recent study found a genomic area in German Shepherds, that differed between dogs having noise fear and those without noise fear. The same study identified genetic differences (from another chromosome) between fearful and non-fearful dogs. In addition, a study focusing on breed differences in behavioral traits observed very high heritabilities (h²: 0.27–0.77) for 14 behavioral traits such as aggression and fear towards strangers, trainability, and non-social social fear, and moreover, found 131 single nucleotide polymorphism associated with behavior. All in all, this suggests that in dogs there is a genetic predisposition to several behavioral and personality traits such as fearfulness and noise fear, however, it also means that dogs may have protective alleles against developing general fearfulness or noise fears.

Findings from these genetic studies suggest that we can increase dogs’ resilience by breeding. Do we favor resilience in dog breeding? A study that investigated two Australian Kelpie populations, working kelpies and a pet population of kelpies, suggests that breeding for resilience may happen in certain, but not in all, populations. They found a selective sweep in the working dog population, and genes in this area were associated with fear-memory formation and pain perception. The selective sweep was found only in active working stock dogs, but was not observed in the pet population, which is bred mainly for conformation. This study suggests that active working stock was bred for traits such as pain perception and fear-memory formation – traits supporting resilience. In a pet population, this was not observed, and the breeding in this population is most likely more focused on conformation and coat color, as it happens to be in most breeds. Although this probably needs further investigation, also Svanberg (2005) found evidence that breed’s recent selection (and not the past historical selection) was associated with personality traits that are important for resilience (N > 13 000 dogs). Selection for dog shows (breeding for conformation), was associated with increased social and non-social fearfulness, and negatively associated with aggressiveness, playfulness and curiosity. Instead, working trial merits were positively correlated with playfulness and aggressiveness.

**Epigenetics**

Early experiences often have a profound impact on individuals’ functioning across their life span; however, the effect of these experiences does not necessarily end there but continues across several generations. Epigenetics refers to heritable modifications of gene expression, without any change to the DNA sequence. Several animal and human studies show that adverse environmental effects (for example trauma, maternal separation, unpredictable maternal stress) can cause long-term modifications of stress susceptibility, which can be detected after several generations. It has also been suggested that positive experiences may lead to epigenetic changes that are crucial for successful learning and stress management. An enriched early growing environment has large beneficial effects for animals. It is often assumed that the beneficial effects of an enriched environment are the result of an animal itself experiencing the enriched environment. However, studies have suggested that the beneficial effects of enriched environment (complex housing) can be mediated via epigenetic effects across generations. This highlights the value of positive experiences, as they affect not only at the individual level, but possibly also across generations.

**Microbiota And Diet**

The human and animal gut microbiota includes various microorganisms such as bacteria, yeasts, archaea, eukaryotes, and
The complexity and diversity of the gut microbiota have a close relationship with health and stress resistance (reviewed in Rea et al 2015). Studies in mice and humans suggest that gut microbiota influences various social, emotional and anxiety-like behaviors. In humans, infants are exposed to mother’s microbes during and shortly after the birth. Infant’s gut microbiota is influenced by the type of the delivery (C-section or vaginally born) and whether the baby is breast- or bottle-fed. As in humans, dogs may also give birth via C-section, and some dog puppies, as human babies, are also bottle-fed, and these most likely influence the microbiota. Individual’s neural development is affected by those microbes that populate the gut in early life. At these critical periods, many environmental factors such as stress or antibiotics may have long-lasting effects on gut-brain signaling, health and these factors may even increase the risk for neurodevelopmental disorders. Human and canine gut’s functional capacity and fecal microbial phylogeny are similar. In addition, dogs also share microbiota with their human family. Even though more detailed canine studies are still lacking, it may be safe to speculate that the factors found to be associated with microbiota in humans and rodents, are most likely important also in dogs.

Dietary interventions may also increase stress resilience in animals. Several laboratory rodent studies, but only few human studies show benefits of prebiotic or probiotic dietary supplements on stress behavior. Diet which is restricted in calories has been shown to have many beneficial effects, including protection against depressive-like behavior and stress in rodents. Dietary tryptophan, which is a precursor of serotonin, has been reported to enhance the recovery from stress in pigs. Although some associations have been found between tryptophan and anxiety in dogs, mixed results are however found on the ameliorating effect on canine behavioral problems, and on anxiety and depression in rodents. More research is needed to find out both the optimal and the safe level of intake, as well as possible consequences on the problem behavior.

Vitamins and minerals are important for normal brain functioning in humans and in animals. Dogs that received dietary supplements, especially vitamin B6 and C, expressed less tail chasing (one form of stereotypic behavior) compared to dogs that did not get any dietary supplements. This is, however, a purely correlational observation, and needs more investigation. Dietary supplements have also been shown to improve cognition or delay cognitive decline due to aging in dogs in the laboratory; however, evidence is missing from the pet dogs. Research on the effects of diet is challenging, and more studies are needed to verify the potential effects of diet on the stress and resilience of individuals.

Conclusions And Future Research
It seems that as in humans, resilience in dogs is a complex mixture of genetic and environmental factors. There exists already some evidence on several key factors supporting resilience in dogs, where factors in early life such as good maternal care, environmental enrichments and socialization (including adoption age and several positive experiences from the environment) are among the most important ones. Some evidence also exists that bold and social personality may buffer against adversities also in dogs. As personalities differ between breeds and between different sized dogs, it may well be that some breeds are more resistant to stress than others. Breeding for stress resilience (favoring personality traits associated with resilience in breeding) should be one of the major goals of breeding in every dog breed; however, the major criteria around the world still are the appearance. There is also some evidence that owner personality, secure attachment and positive interaction with the dog (play, exercise, training, diet) are important environmental factors supporting resilience. In the future, detailed studies in dogs investigating the possible effects of various factors such as personality, breed, maternal care, exercise and microbiota, on individual recovery after adversity might further increase our understanding of the complex interplay between environment and genetics affecting resilience.
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